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Introduction
Some ftfty members of community-based volunteer organizations involved in international exchange progams
participated in a week-longInternational Fellows Program
held in Colorado Springs, Colorado, in June. 1980.Sponsored by the United States International Communication
Agency (USICA) and the Charles F. Kettering Foundation. the program had a two-fold purpose. It was designed,
in part, to increase the participants' understanding of U.S.
involvement in world affairs in the 1980s by examining
substantive international issues. At the same time, the
program dealt with the needs and challenges of international exchange organizations themselves. A number of
speakers addressed themselves to the central problems of
locating, recruiting,and stimulating volunteers. but equally
important, perhaps. was the exchange that took place
among the participants themselves.
Assembled in this report are brief summaries of the presentations which highlighted the institute program. The
first section covers the speakers who described the world in
which we find ourselves in the l980s-in a sense,the global
stage on which the participating organi1.ations play out
their parts. The second section features presentationswhich
examine the state of volunteer exchange agenciesand prospects for their continued growth and usefulness.The talks
ranged from descriptions of the domestic political and
social forces which affect the work of the agencies, to

workshops offering specific guidelines for recruiting and
maintaining volunteers. The texts of two complete talks
are included as appendices and must stand as representatives of the many other finepresentations too lengthy to include here in their entirety.
Speakers represented a mix of public and volunteer
agencies. all engaged in the international arena. While
coming from a variety of backgrounds, however, speakers
and participants alike shared the view that the people-topeople approach to international issuesisjust as valid and
important as government efforts in strengthening relations
among nations-a conviction confirmed time and again
during the course of the week.
The opportunity to meet people from organizations that
take different approaches to similar problems was an important, albeit easily overlooked, a pect of the International Fellows Program. Thi conference was one of the
first opportunities for members of private voluntary organizations to get together. share ideas. exchange information,
and debate the merits of continuing to work independently
of one another.
In a larger ense, the object of this first meeting of the
Community International Fellows Program was understanding-understanding volunteers and volunteering, understanding peoples of other nations. and understanding
members of organizations with which we share mutual
interests. Whether our organizations fail because we wish
to protect our "turf," or tensions in the world increase and
lead to a global disaster. will depend upon our ability and
willingnessto understand. We hope that the International
Fellows Program helped to increase participants' undertanding, and we commit ourselvesto furtheringthis goal at
future Fellows Programs.
Jerry Inman
United States International
Communication Agency
and
Jon Rye Kinghorn
Charles F. Kettering Foundation
Co-organizers of the International
Fellows Program

The International Scene: Setting the Stage
As the world shrinks and the interdependence among nations grows, relationships between the United States and
other nations will inevitably change, agreed many sp·eakers
who shared their international expenise with panicipants
of the week-long institute program. The United States,
speakers pointed out. no longer holds the unparalled world
position to which it laid claim immediately after the Second
World War, and developing nations which did not even
exist twenty years ago are demanding a greater voice in
poLicies that affect their destinies. The Soviet Union has
gained superpower status, and U.S. relations with nations
in the Pacific Basin are more stable now than they were
even five years ago.

Developing countries are going to play much more
important economic and poLitical roles in the 1980s,Sewell
continued. The industrialized countries used to ask what
they could do for developing nations, but now, because of
the interaction of their economies, what happens in developing nations affects the economies of the industrialized
countries. For example, he explained, 'The decision of the
developing nations not to cut back on economic growth
during the first Arab oil boycott in 1973-74 dampened the
effects of this event appreciably on the industrialized nations because the developing countries continued to purchase goods from the industrial world.n
The developing countries want 10 participate more in
decisions on trade changes, monetary policies, regulation
of multinational corporations, and systems of transferring
foreign aid, continued Sewell. "The demands of the developing countries are not to change the system radically,n he
said, "but rather 10 have a more equitable share and
panicipation in that system." He maintained that a new set
of international actors is emerging. There is no longer a
developing world, but rather a series of different groups of
nations in the Third World-quite striking in their differences. The advanced developing countries such as Brazil.
Mexico, Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, and Hong Kong
are well on their way 10 industrialization. The middle-income countries like Malaysia and Zambia. which depend
on the expon of raw materials and some manufacturing,
are doing quite well. Finally. there are the fony poorest
countries which are located mostly in Africa and Southeast
Asia. Their per capita income remains below that of the
United States at the time of the American Revolution.
Prospects for these countries in the 1980s are not good,
Sewell predicted.
The speaker cited economic issues to iUustrate the interdependence inherent in orth/South relations. He pointed
out that unemployment will be a key problem in industrialized countries in the 1980s. In developing nations, however, unemployment rates are often lower than in our own
country because. there, anyone who is engaged even in
selling "shoe laces. plastic doodads, or shoeshine on the
street" is considered employed. But the real issue in those
countries. he cautioned. is underemployment-a
number
of people are working very hard for very long hours for
very little pay.

An International"Mason-Dixon"Line
Relationships between the predominantly industrialized
nations in the onhern Hemisphere and the developing
countries, largely located in the Southern Hemisphere, will
play an imponant role in the 1980s, according to John
Sewell of the Overseas Development Council. Issues emanating from what Sewell referred to as North/South relations will affect more and more Americans in the eighties,
he said, and will involve economic matters now considered
by many Americans to be largely domestic issues.
On the whole, the economic growth of developing countries has been spectacular over the last twenty-five to thirty
years, said Sewell. They have grown much faster than the
industrial nations grew in the past, he said. noting that in
the 1970s average growth rates of the less developed countries were nearly 6 percent a year. while those of the industrialized nations were a li1tle over 3 percent However, he
pointed out, this development has been very uneven. Some
countries have made progress, and many people in 1980
are worse off than they were in 1970.
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Sewell believes that in the United States the weight of
decision making in the 1980swill shift from the executiveto
the legislativebranch. No organization like Congress with
its 535 ~chiefs"can create a coherent policy. he said; decision makers in the private sector willgain more power, and
the need for citizen education about international affairs
will become very great. As a result, volunteer organizations

However. cominued SeweU,when properly conducted,
trade between the 1orth and the South can benefit everyone. The developing countries' abilities to produce consumer goods cheaply and the industrialized nations' capacities to produce high-technology goods and heavy industrial equipment should prove beneficialfor all if the tradeoffs can be made equitable.
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involved in international affairs will probably be asked for
more help and advice throughout the decade.
Stressing the urgency for cooperation between developing and industrialized nations, Sewell said. "When one
talks about the shape of the world in the year 2000. one is
not talking about an abstract concept. I don't plan to retire
until after the year 2000. The decisions people make in the
1980s will have a vast impact on what the world will be like
in the year 2000."

But while they believe tl1at this first group recognizes political reality in the world. Stewart said, the Soviets define a
second group as a broad coalition of military-minded
people-the anti-detente forces. As a result of the Vietnam
War. Soviets believe that the anti-detente forces suffered a
severe setback and the "realistic"forces came to the fore. As
the 1970s unwound, the "realistic" forces, in the Soviets'
view, were outmaneuvered; they failed to form a solid
relationship with the Soviet Union and have now succumbed to the temptation to seek narrow. short-term advantages.
Stewart explained that. from 1974 onward, the prodetente forces gradually became weaker. in the Soviets'
view. They placed hopes on the SALT process, but after
President Carter came to office, they said, even the SALT
process was sacrificed for the president's own personal
interest in the human rights campaign. Not, the Soviets
claimed. that they objected to human rights concerns. but
that the president should personally involve himself was
regarded as a sign of bad faith. Indeed. with respect to arms
control as a process, the Soviets now argue that. as early as
1977. when a German and American study group talked
about a greater strengthening of the NATO structure. the
West gave up a serious interest in this area. Stewart added
that the Soviets maintain the SALT treaty was dead long
before their decision to go into Afghanistan.
From the Soviet perspective, according to Stewart. the
period of detente was one in which the United States falsely
argued that the U.S.S.R. wished to use detente for its own
purposes. The Soviets alleged that the United States sought
a change in Soviet domestic politics, increased Jewish
emigration, and better treatment of Soviet dissidentscauses which the Soviets regarded as attempts to interfere
with their internal affairs. Whether there is any basis for the
Soviet views, said Stewart, is one question. But the U.S.
must be able to hear what the Soviets are saying if it
expects to deal with them realistically and arrive at some
kind of workable relationship.

The U.S.S.R. : A View from the Left
If the emerging nations still have one foot in the wings.
there is no doubt that the Soviet Union occupies a large
portion of center stage and that the crucial importance of
U.S./Soviet relations cannot be overstated.
Philip Stewart, professor of political science at Ohio
State University, Sovietologist, and rapporteur since 1972
for the Dartmouth Conference (a dialogue between private
citizens of the United States and the Soviet Union) provided
participants with a rare opportunity to gain insights into
Soviet thinking by describing the Soviet view of the American political scene. Stewart explained that "the Soviet
Union tends to see-and I think this is a fundamental
Soviet belief-that the political process in the U.S. is comprised of two groups. One is a group of 'realistic' people
who recognize the dangers of nuclear war; who recognize
that the U.S.S.R. is now a powerful, equal partner; who
recognize that military superiority has lost its political
utility; who recognize that the U.S. can no longer maintain
a dominant position in the world by military force alone
and that therefore it is essential to come to an accomodation with the Soviet Union. The Soviets believe that while
not giving the Soviet Union anything, this group of Americans simply recognizes the U.S.S.R. as another great power
in the world, recognizes its right to compete for influence in
the world. and recognizes it as a power that must be dealt
with as an equal-openly and honestly."

A Pacific Scenario
While prospects for detente with the Soviet Union have
dimmed in the past five years. U.S. relationships with other
nations-notably in the Far East-have strengthened considerably during that time.
"If one had predicted five years after the end of our long
and traumatic involvement in Vietnam that our position in
the Pacific would be as strong as it is today. no one-optimist or pessimist-would have found the prediction credible." Anthony Albrecht. deputy assistant secretary, Bureau
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While there still is no formal U.S. position on a Pacific
Community, it is clear, Albrecht emphasized, that we must
not attempt to move any faster than the countries of the
area desire, keeping in mind the interests of the ASEA
nations, avoiding any impression that either the U.S. or
Japan is trying to use the Pacific Community concept as a
means of dominating the area, and keeping an open position on the sticky question of which countries would be
members of such an organization.

of East Asian and Pacific Affairs, United States Department of State, told the participants. "In the past three years
we have redefined the proper role for the U.S. in the area.
In so doing, we have strengethened our national security in
a critical region at a critical time.tt
Reminding participants that one cannot, of course, lose
sight of the difficult challenges in the region such as Vietnamese aggression and the North Korean commitment to
reunite the peninsula on its own terms, the speaker nevertheless felt that, on balance, the situation is a promising
one. He reviewed the major American achievements in the
Pacific Basin over the past three years:

The United States as Breadbasket
o national boundaries contain the worldwide problems of hunger and malnutrition, said speaker Ronald E.
Stenning, director of U.S. Programs for Church World
Service, who outlined the magnitude of world food needs
and described the role the United States plays in an increasingly interdependent food system.
The United States is undoubtedly the major figure in
global food matters. he said. It is the major supplier for
many countries that depend on commercial imports for
their food needs, and it also provides, on concessional or
grant terms, equivalent amounts of food supplies to developing countries that experience chronic or occasional food
shortages, whether due to natural or human factors.
Stenning reported that in 1980 this country will provide
50 percent of the world's wheat exports and 25 percent of
all rice exports. In 1978and 1979we exported 64 percent of
all our wheat production, 42 percent of the soybean production. and 46 percent of the rice, and from 1970 to 1980. he
said, the total volume of U.S. exports of food has gone up
66 percent.
The United States has as much control over global food
needs as the Arab oil-producing nations have over global
energy needs. said Stenning. In fact, he said, other nations
view the U.S. use of food in the same way that Americans
see the oil-producing nations' use of oil. The speaker noted
that ~the U.S. benefited economically from the control it
had over basic food crops before the Arab oil-producing
nations began to benefit economically from the control
they have over oil supplies.tt

• There has been a significant and steady growth in the
relationship between the U.S. and Japan-our
most
important Asian ally.
• Relations between the People's Republic of China and
the U.S. were normalized in December, 1978. This
improvement is currently manifested by such developments as a U.S.-China trade agreement, including mostfavored-nation status; the extension of investment guarantees; and the revision of our policy permitting the sale
of high technology to China.
• The U.S. has negotiated a revision of the Philippine Base
Agreement, which assures our access to vital bases until
1991, with a revision of the agreement scheduled for
1984.
• The five nations of Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia.
Singapore. and the Philippines, which comprise the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), are
the core around which the U.S. rebuilt its policy in
Southeast Asia since 1977. During that time, trade with
these countries has increased by some 30 percent.
• The U.S. has renewed its support for the security of
Thailand.
• President Carter has decided to resettle 168.000refugees
a year from Southeast Asia.
• We have witnessed the peaceful transition from colonialism to independence of a dozen Pacific nations.
Proposals for increased cooperation among the nations
surrounding the Pacific have arisen intermittently since the
early 1960s. Behind nearly all of these. the speaker explained, is the hope that Pacific nations might develop an
affinity for each other similar to that found in the Atlantic
community.
In 1978. the late Prime Minister Ohira of Japan gave
new impetus to this idea by announcing support of a Pacific Community" comprising Japan, the United States,
Canada, Australia. New Zealand, and the rapidly developing nations of East Asia.
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tion or food reserves.The only durable solution to hunger
is the reduction of poverty itself, a formidable challenge to
the world economic system.

Decisions related to who receives assistance-and how
much-have been influenced by U.S. economic. political,
and national security interests, which frequently override
considerations of human needs. claimed Stenning. And. he
added, while many Americans believe that humanitarian
concerns motivate the U.S. foreign assistance program.
that perception does not match the view others have of
how the United States uses its assistance or. in some
instances, with the realities of the allocation process. However, he said, the scale of past levels of U.S. assistance
should not be minimi1ed.
U.S. food policy needs considerable organizational reform, Stenning maintained. There should exist a single
cabinet-levelagency with clear responsibility for representing development needs in the formulation of all international policy concerns. Only in this way can we hope to
have consistent U.S. food policy, he said.
Further, Stenning continued, the purpose of development and food assistanceneeds attention. Objectivesshould
be clarified and new policies that hold out some hope and
promise for reducing human misery and promoting greater
justice should be established. Religious groups now active
in the public policy arena are currently making specific
recommendations for changes which will make U.S. aid
policies and programs more responsive to human needs.
He pointed out that the need for such reorganization is
given urgency by the widely accepted projections of increased food shortages and widening malnutrition in the
coming years unless decisive action is taken to improve the
current situation.
Ultimately. the speaker concluded, it is important to
realize that we are never going to overcome hunger and
malnutrition merely by increasing the levelof food produc-

Consciousnes.sRaising
While it may be disconcerting to find that U.S. efforu,at
humanitarianism are coldly regarded in some quarters as
sheer opportunism, it is neverthelessessential to recogni1e
that that view exist , speakers pointed out. The need to
operate in today's world with informed insight and understanding ran like a theme song through the presentations.
sounded in the background by some speakers and brought
to the forefront by others such as Alice llchman of the
United States International Communications Agency
(USICA). Peter Bird Martin. executive director of the
American Universities Field Staff. and C. Payne Lucas,
director of AFRICARE.
One key to building an appropriate foreign policy
constituency in the United States is education-primarily
the informal, yet invaluable, education derived from
foreign travel and meeting foreign visitors. llchman told
participants. Unfortunately. Americans have. for many
years. taken a rather patroni1ing view of the scholars of
other nations-particularly
those from developing
nations. The general assumption in the U.S., she said, was
that we have more to teach foreign visitors in the
discipline or professions than we have to learn from them
in a mutual exchange. We v.ere, and to a great degree still
are, more interested in our effect on other countries than in
the effect of other countries on our own culture and
economy, llchman claimed.
With the development of area studies in the 1950s,
Americans wanted direct access to field sites, archives, or
population samples, explained llchman. They would work
in India or Nigeria, "researching" the peoples, cultures, and
civilizations but not always knowing the scholars or understanding their ideas.
In recent years, however. increasing numbers of American scholars have placed a higher value on the possibilities
of real exchange. the speaker aid. Many American social
scientists now want access not to field sites but to scholars
in other countries. Also. and perhaps more important. the
study of a number of social science problems has shifted
from a preoccupation with methodology and numbers,
where the United States was the leader, to the more
humanistic contextual approach pre ently developing
among European scholars.
Information about other people and their cultures is
also provided b) the media, whose limitation were
discuSl>edby Peter Martin, a journalist and editor for some
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inform and educate the public. If international volunteer
organizations can convince the average American that one
out of six or one out of seven jobs in the United States is
related to foreign assistance and foreign trade, he said, then
Americans will start to understand the reasons for supporting these organizations' programs.
Illustrating the economic benefits of international
cooperation. Lucas said that "when you consider that
AFRICARE is participating in a $6 million program in
Upper Volta over the next six years. of which $3 million
will end up in the hands of Americans because we're
buying American bulldozers, equipment, and supplies,
and paying American technicians. then the whole business
of interdependence is seen in a new light." A few such
examples as this-which abound in exchange organizations. he added, do much to persuade the public that
foreign aid is not a giveaway program. but rather an
integral part or our economy. Once U.S. citizens become
convinced of interdependence. said Lucas, a foreign policy
constituency will grow. and more persons will support the
people-to-people diplomacy advocated by international
exchange organizations.

thirty years. Press, television, and radio are quick to report
coups. assassination attempts, and natural disasters that
occur in other countries, he said, but they usually fail to
portray the day-to-day activities of the peoples of foreign
nations.
Martin pointed out that while the organizations
represented at the Community International Fellows
Program are interested in processes. the media are not
interested in coveringprocesses. A revolution in icaragua.
OPECs increasing oil prices. or a war between Egypt and
Israel is news; that's what interests the media. Newspapers,
television, and radio cannot report daily on the fact that
four hundred million children go to bed hungry every
night. the speaker said. A newspaper may publish that
figure one day, but what will it do the next day? Such
processes are not news to television, radio. magazine and
newspaper editors, Martin explained, and there is no
miraculous method to make such things news.
By and large. information about world events that
concerns international exchange organizations must come
from the organizations themselves, maintained C. Payne
Lucas, who argued that it is up to organizations like his to
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People-to-People Diplomacy: The Role of the Volunteer Agencies
While the program was devised, in part. to broaden the
backgrounds of participants regarding some of the largescale international issues relevant to their missions, it was
aimed also at the more immediate concerns which engage
them in their work. Thus, talks on world trends were
complemented throughout the week-long sessions by presentations designed to enhance participants' understanding and capabilities as leaders of international volunteer
agencies working at the community level.

Organizations recruiting and employing volunteers, then.
must reassess their operations and learn to adapt to the
new trends in voluntarism, Robbins advised. "With changing life-styles, mobility, shorter organizational attention
spans, and an increasingly competitive buyer's market for
volunteers. it goes without saying that we cannot rely on
past techniques if we are to meet the future," she said.
Robbins suggested a number of approaches tailored to
the changing patterns of voluntarism. These included emphasis on volunteer work as a springboard for other career
opportunities; willingness to accept less than full-time involvement; holding meetings at times and places that will
better accommodate members' conflicting schedules: recognizing that many volunteers want challenging, responsible
work, commensurate with their skills: and providing skills
training for volunteers who are quickly thrust into leadership roles.
"lfvoluntarism is uniquely suited to a democratic form
of government, then the groups in this room are uniquely
suited to both voluntarism and democracy. Whether we
keep in step with the world or drag our feet and lose our
vitality is up to us. But change we must," Robbins concluded.

Volunteers:The 1980 Models
Volunteers are the lifeblood of the eight organizations
which attended the Community International Fellows Pr<r
gram, and the conference appropriately began with a presentation by Ruth Robbins, of the League of Women
Voters, who traced past and present attitudes toward volunteering and outlined major changes in patterns of volunteering today.*
Despite the millions of Americans-one
out of every
four citizens over the age of thirteen-involved in volunteer work today, "there are many who believe that voluntarism is in a state of profound transition if not a state of
siege," Robbins told participants. Among the forces she
cited as eroding the volunteer movement are inflation and
the women's movement, which have driven or enticed
women to seek full-time paid employment: general disillusion with the utility of social or political activism following
the Vietnam War and Watergate; and discouragement in
the face of many of this country's "intractable problems."
Voluntarism is far from dead, Robbins believes, although "the patient could be healthier." There is, in fact,
growing evidence that in a post-industrial society voluntarism will actually increase and that the caliber of those
involved will improve, she said. Trends also indicate. however, that many volunteers won't make a long-term commitment to a cause or organization. and that they will be
more demanding with regard to what they are willing to
contribute. she added.

America'sBest-Kept Secret
Certainly, volunteering is in a state of transition, said
Robert Presson of VOLU TEER, the ational Center
for Citizen Involvement. but the picture is by no means a
dismal one. While both a reevaluation of the volunteer's
needs and a reassessment of how to meet these needs are in
order. organiz.ations need not rush into revamping their
recruitment programs. abandoning voluntary agencies as
lost causes. or launching expensive, professionally prepared
nationwide campaigns lo induce volunteers to join their
ranks. Far from experiencing its final death throes, voluntarism is actually on the increase, Presson said, citing the
following facts:
• In 1965, about 18 percent of all Americans identified
themselves as volunteers in a Department of Labor survey. In 1977, the Gallup Organiz.ation did a study which
indicated that the figure had risen to 27 percent.
• The average American spends nine hours a week doing
volunteer work, according to Americans Volumeer/974, published by the ACTION agency. This nine
hours a week translates into 3.5 million full-time employees.

*Full text appears in Appendix A.
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he argued that organiwtions should instead examine what
attracts the public to leisure-time activities. Why. for instance, will a skier get up early. drive for hours, spend
money on equipment and lift passes, wait in long lift lines.
and then drive for hours to return home more tired and
exhausted than after two days' work? Volunteer organiwtions need to identify similar rewards. the speaker suggested. Luring people away from the swimming pools.
tennis courts, and soap operas-at least for a little whileand getting them to volunteer, is the challenge we face, according to Presson. And, he added. organizations will not
succeed by modeling themselves after IBM or AT&T.

Pushing the Right Buttons
Motivation was a subject also addres ed by Richard
Celeste, director of the Peace Corps, who offered one
rather surprising solution to the problem:
The single most important rule is never to feel that
you've asked a volunteer to do enough. And always
remember to say thanks. The problem isn't that no one
is willing to do volunteer work or that this is the "me
generation.,; the problem is that we've lost the art of
idenfrfyingrealjobs-meaningful tasks-for volunteers
to do.
Celeste advised volunteer group to seek returned Peace
Corps volunteers as resources and speakers. and for development education. We won't know the full extent of the
human resources represented by the eighty-thousand past
and present Peace Corps volunteers. said Celeste. until "we
call on them and put them to work, and put them to work
some more, and put them to work some more."

• Fifty percent of all volunteer activity in the United
States is church-related, 15 percent education-related.
15 percent health-oriented. 7 percent related to social
services.and 3 percent associated with social and criminal justice acti\ ities. The ratio of men to women volunteers is about one to one. On the average. men contribute
ten hours a week: women, eight hours a week.
• The total value of volunteer servicesis $50 billiona year.
according to Dr. Harold Wolo2cinof the University of
Massachusetts.
• Seven million person who are not now volunteers have
indicated interest in doing volunteer work.
As Presson put it. volunteering may be the best-kept secret
in the United State!>today.
Discovering why people \'Olunteer,what they volunteer
for, and why they stop being volunteer can be helpful in
motivating additional volunteers. Presson noted that in
attempting to get people involved in volunteer work, organi7ations have modeled themselvesafter corporations, and

Designu:igan EffectiveRecruitmentStrateg)
The twm problems of attracting and recruitingvolunteers
often concern volunteer agencies as much as how to motivate them after they'vejoined. Robert Woyach and William
Shaw, from the Ohio State University Mershon Center
and the Kettering Foundation respectively. conducted a
workshop which dealt in part with creating an effectiverecruitment strategy.
o one who has worked in a volunteer organiration for
any length of time needs to be told that recruitment cannot
be left 10 chance. the speakers pointed out. Recruiting must
be planned and organized. a time-consuming and difficult
task. However. organirntions that make an extra effort
and make a substantial investment in their recruitment
program attract volunteers. they said.
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A recruitment strategy should include a number of techniques that complement and reinforceeach other. Woyach
gave these examples:
• Soliciting by telephone. Of the 217 organintions
Woyach surveyed across the United States, 94 percent
said that they used the telephone and thought it very
effective in their recruitment campaigns.
• Personalized mail. Eighty-two percent of the groups
surveyed by Woyach claimed they used personali1ed
mail, but it was not felt to be as effectiveas telephone
contact.
• Publicity. Publicity is most effective as a recruiting
device when coordinated with other recruitment activities. aturally. a telephone or mail campaign to recruit
volunteers will be more effectiveimmediately after the
head of a local chapter is interviewedon a public service
televisionshow. rather than two weeks before the program is broadcast.
• Presentations to other groups. This can be a very useful
technique, but these presentations willnot get many volunteers unless that is their main objecti,e. There also
must be mechanisms by which people can respond
immediatel).
• Media advertising. Ad,ertising is expensive but often
reaches people who would probably never be reached
otherwise.
• Mass mailing. Although 57 percent of the groups surveyed conducted mass mailings. this technique was
thought to be ineffecti,e. To have greater impact. such
mailings must be supplemented by more personal techniques.
Participants examined the message to prospecti,e volunteers as well as the means by which it ii. conveyed.
Although it must describe the benefits to the person being
recruited. the message that emphasi1es the benefits pro'ided by the organization to the local. national. or international community achieves better results than one that
focuses only on what the individual willderive from his or
her association "ith the organization. they have found.

With a well-planned message in hand and the media to
present it selected,the final element in the recruitment strategy is the follow-through. This phase of the plan must be
just as well-thought-out and executed as the other aspects,
the speakers explained. since it defeats the purpose to
prepare an effective campaign and fail to follow up with
prospective volunteers.

Building a Community-BasedVolunteer
Organization
Turning from what stimulates volunteers of organizations to creation of the organi7.ationsthemselves,Thelma
Press described how the people of San Bernardino, California. formed the Council for International Friendship
and Goodwill. which she represents. In 1974,she related.
some citi1ens of San Bernardino met with the mayor to
suggest that a council be formed to encourage all residents
to make the city a warm and friendly place for foreign and
domestic visitors attending San Bernardino's bicentennial
celebration. Such a council would also enable the townspeople to hold programs in honor of foreigndignitaries.to
conduct fund-raising compaigns. and to use the time and
talents of the residents of the city in support of internauonal and intercultural understanding.
The mayor and city council approved the idea and
appropriated ix hundred dollars to initiate the program.
\\hich was coordinated by the BicentennialCommission.
In December, 1976. when the Bicentennial Commission
closed its doors. its responsibilitieswere carried on by the
International Council. To instill a commitment to longterm imoh,ement. the council was made a permanent division of the mayor\ office in 1979.At that time, Press explained. the council was reorganiled to meet the need of
expanding international interaction and to stimulate the
growth and coordination of internationally-orientedactivities in way which \\Ould focus interest on world affairs in
the local community.
Working with over forty other community organiiations. the council works to enhance understanding among
people of many cultures. to insure a warm welcome and
offer hospitality to visiting travelers, Lo aid professional
business and ci, ic contacts. and to encourage student exchange.

In a Nutshell
Insofar as it ii, possible to identify one paper which encompasses the many topics CO\'eredin the International
Fellows Program, the talk by Stephen Rhinesmith, president of American Field Sen ice International, represents

endeavors, both among the organizations themselves and
between governmental and private agencies. Most promising of the latter developments, he said, was creation of
the United States International Communication Agency
(USICA) in 1978, an agency"aimed directly at the field of
international exchange [which] for the first time, gives us a
home base rather than a share of a bureau within the State
Department."
Various federaUy-generated mandates in support of citizen education- "helping the American people understand
an increasingly complex world in a way that will allow
them to make intelligent decisions about what kind of U.S.
foreign policy to support"-have given considerable momentum to the work of private agencies, the speaker said,
explaining that government support of volunteer agencies
is justified in part by the perception that these organizations are involved in contributing to a more internationally
knowledgeable U.S. citizenry.
On the dimmer side of the picture, Rhinesmith cited a
number of uncontroUable forces working against the private agencies. Labor-intensive and heavily dependent on
air travel, these organizations are hard-hit by inflation and
peculiarly vulnerable to the fluctuations of the dollar in
world markets. Recently, for example, AFC lost $115,000
overnight in a 35 percent devaluation of the cruzeiro in
Brazil. Rhinesmith noted.
A number of international political events have also had
an adverse effect on U.S. support for exchange organizations, Rhinesmith continued, citing animus against Iranian
students on the part of many Americans; reshuffling of
government priorities in the face of the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan; and hesitance on the part of students and
their parents about participating in a number of exchange
programs centered in politically unstable parts of the world.
The outlook for substantial support from private philanthropic sources such as large corporations and major foundations is not an encouraging one either. the speaker said.
"Since the private philanthropic sector is not going to help
us much and the public sector is not going to bail us out, we
are left with two ways to approach the l 980s-better
management and better interorganizational cooperation.~
he concluded.
Summing up the conference. Rhinesmith said. "If we
can ... help one another with our individual problems and
!ind ways to work more cooperatively together toward
common ends, then this week will have not only been
successful in itself. but may provide the basis for a longlasting contribution to the field of international exchange
in the 1980s.~

such a state-of-the-art
presentation.* This overview
spanned the history and purposes of people-to-people exchange programs, reviewed cooperative efforts undertaken
by various private organizations and government agencies,
described events and trends which serve to support international exchange programs, and broadly outlined political.
economic, and organizational issues which will chaUenge
the continued growth of such organizations in the decade
to come.
Rhinesmith relayed both "the good news~ and "the bad
news" in assessing the conflicting forces which affect international exchange organizations today. On the bright side
of the picture. he described various ventures in cooperative

*Full text appears in Appendix B.
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Appendix A:
"ForcesAffecting Volunteers
in America Today"
by Ruth Robbins

I was invited today because I am a confinned volunteer,
a strong advocate of voluntarism, and a dedicated proponent of its future growth. I am not a social scientist or a
behaviorist, so I will leave all the psychological factors involved in motivating volunteers to the experts. This morning I would like to talk about volunteers and voluntarism
from a lay person's point of view. I would like to share with
you some of the problems we face in the League of Women
Voters (L WV), primarily that of declining membership.
and some of the steps we are taking to attract new members.
How the changes in our society are influencing the
volunteer and what volunteer organizations can do to
transfonn the influences into opportunities for renewal are
what I want to talk about. But before I discuss the present
and future of voluntarism. I'd like to turn briefly to an
examination of its past in order to remind you of the richness and importance of the volunteer tradition in our
history.
Voluntarism, as defined in the book, Volunrarismat the
Crossroads, by Gordon Manser and Rosemary Higgins
Cass, consists of "the activities of individuals and agencies
arising out of a spontaneous private (as contrasted with
governmental) effort to promote or advance some aspect
of the common good as this good is perceived by the persons participating in it." Its essence, therefore, is individual
initiative. a sense of caring, and a belief in being of service
to others without any expectation of personal profit.
The roots of voluntarism lie deep in the history of the
world's great religions. The Old Testament, the ewTestament, and the Koran aU bear witness to the heritage of
faith, love, and mercy that provided the spiritual foundation for voluntarism. The Reformation concept of personal freedom. together with the social philosophies of the
West, provided the matrix for its development in AngloSaxon societies. (It never has, of course, taken root in large
parts of the world.) But it was on the frontier of North
America, where energetic and optimistic immigrants, who
placed a premium on individual initiative and inventiveness, and founded communities prior to the advent of
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formal government, that voluntarism found its perfect
home. As Alexis de Tocqueville observed nearly a century
and a half ago:
Americans of all ages. all conditions, and all dispositions constantly form associations ... The Americans make associations to give entertainment, to
found seminaries, to build inns, to construct
churces, to diffuse books, to send missionaries to the
antipodes; in this manner they found hospitals, prisons, and schools. If it is proposed to inculcate some
truth or to foster some feeling by the encouragement
of a great example, they form a society. Wherever at
the head of some new undertaking you see the government in France, or a man of rank in England, in
the United States you will be sure to find an association.
Throughout most of the history of the U.S., virtually
every significant step forward in social progress originally
sprang from voluntarism-the abolitionist movement. women's rights, care of the poor and mentally ill. family planning, environmentalism, and so on. Voluntarism has served
as the cutting edge in many fields of social need, giving rise
to new professions and, in addition, to the assumption by
government of the major share of the financial burden for
extending social services, or, where needed, the sanction of
law. Its nexibility and dynamism have kept society's juices
Oowing in those situations where government and business
become bogged down-the one by the rigidities of bureaucracy, the other by the imperatives of the marketplace.
In so doing, voluntarism has been, and is, an essential
counterweight to business and government-the
other
principal sectors of our society.

Voluntarnm-A Big Busines.sTakenfor Granted
It seems a paradox that while voluntarism is omnipresent throughout our society today, it is so taken for granted
that it is inadequately recognized as an important social
force at the national level. Yet, there are today over thirtyseven million Americans-one out of every four citizens
over the age of thirteen-involved in volunteer work. Voluntarism is such a big business that over $25 billion in
private funds is spent in an average year on philanthropic
activities. In addition, it's estimated that at least another
$25 bi1lion is contributed annually to society through the
voluntary services of millions of Americans.
Yet. there are many who believe that voluntarism is in a
state of profound transition, if not a state of siege, in spite
of the millions of us still involved in it; in spite of the
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channel it provides through which we, as individualsand in
groups, can express our values and build a moral consensus for what should be sanctioned and undertaken by
government; and in spite of the need for the voluntary sector to keep government honest and responsible, to provide
alternative ways to solve problems, and to provide opportunities for the initiativeand sense of caring of individuals.
What's happening to voluntarism in today's changing
world? Is it in a state of siege? Maybe. Of transition? Yes.
But why? With all that voluntarism has done for this
country and continues to offer people, what more could
anyone want?
Well, there's money. Notwithstanding all the virtues of
voluntarism, it doesn't pay. This can be a big problem for
volunteers. since ours is a society in which money plays the
major role in determining one's status and also serves as a
measure of self-worth. Many volunteers feel that they
constantly face the problem of trying to gain the recognition for their work that their salaried peers receive in the
marketplace.
For women volunteers, this quandary has been posed
largely as a result of the feminist movement. The decline in
volunteers which began in the early 1970shas been largely
a decline in the number of white, educated, middle-class
women who did most of the volunteer work in the past. As
work and educational opportunities have expanded for
women. as their options have multiplied. women face
tougher choices. Many women feel that they must choose
between voluntarism and employment, because if they try
to give time to both while sharing the responsibilitiesof the
home, they may be overwhelmed.Then. too. the women's
movement has. in some instances. taken a critical view of
women working without pay. For a while, volunteering
was almost a dirty word. Female volunteers have been told
by critics that by not receivingmoney for their work, they
were not only being exploited, but were perpetuating the
role of women as second-class citizens.
And while we're on the subject of money, it's a fact that
spiraling inflation. along with higherexpectations. have hit
the volunteer hard. Increasing numbers of volunteers must

seek full-timework to help support a house, pay for higher
education, and so on. Sixty to sixty-five percent of all the
women who work do so primarily for economic reasons.
Taken together, the pressures of meeting new economic
demands, the desire to measure up to the predominantly
male values of the marketplace, and the tinge of guilt that
comes in admitting that one is ~just a volunteer." have all
taken their toll on the volunteer, particularly the woman
volunteer.
In addition, politicallyoriented voluntary organizations
like the LWV have taken it on the chin in the past fifteen
years as the complexities of government, the proliferation
of interest groups, the disillusionment engendered by Vietnam and Watergate. and the intractability of problems
such as energy and inflation have left many citizens numb.
Apathy and self-interest have replaced action on college
campuses and in many communities across the nation. The
currently fashionable "me first" attitude is partly responsible for the declining number of volunteers, and for a
lessening of the selflessnessthat long marked the unpaid
efforts of Americans. And often, when people do get involved. they want instant results or they lose interest and
drop out before the real battle begins, thus diminishing
both their cause and the cause of voluntarism.
There may be other reasons for the present decline in
voluntarism. but I've stated the main ones-the money
crunch. the feminist movement, the changing nature of
governmental problems, the resurgence of materialistic
values, and a decline of the public spirit. What do these
trends portend for the future?That voluntarism willshrivel
and die in the years ahead? Not at all. The patient could be
healthier, but the prognosis is positive: voluntarism will
thrive and grow. However. it will undergo many changes,
and organizations like yours and the LWV will have to
accept those changes-and respond to them-if we are to
thrive and grow along with the renascent voluntarism.

Some Predictions and Trends
In their book entitled Challenge to Leadership, Ors.
David H. Smith and John Dixon make some interesting
predictions about voluntarism. The role and impact of the
voluntary sector are likelyto increase in importance in the
coming decades. they say. There is growing evidence that
as life in a post-industrial society moves steadily away from
the production and consumption of material goods to production and consumption that promote well-being,we will
also move toward a more issue-minded and leisureoriented society. With more time to spend. they point out.
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more people will spend it as volunteers. Moreover, they
believe that as we continue to pursue such social and political goals as equality and social justice, more people will be
drawn into issue-focused groups to help ensure the achievement of these goals.
Ors. Smith and Dixon also predict that the caliber of
those involved in voluntarism will improve. The influx of
new volunteers will come from among the young, from retirees, and from those at mid-career levelswho have climbed
the ladder of success and are turning away from big government and big business in search of more personal and
meaningful outlets.
Trends also indicate that the new volunteers won't stay
with us as long as volunteers in the past; however, they will
be quite demanding as to what they are willing to do. To
quote Smith and Dixon:
One manifestation of new forms of voluntary
action in future decades probably will be more
rapid turnover in voluntary group memberships and
more rapid changes in the membership composition
of established voluntary groups as a result of the
increased mobility of the population and more frequent changes in the goals of voluntary groups,
shifting coalitions and mergers among groups, and a
general sense of temporariness in social identities
and affiliations. The voluntary activity of individuals
will thus become much more spasmodic, cyclical
and variable than at present.
Some of those predictions, I think you'll agree, already
seem to have manifested themselves. In the days when I
was an ingenue in the L WY, it would have been unheard of
for a member of less than two years standing to become the
president of a local league. Today, it's commonplace. The
revolving door does spin at a faster pace. We have embarked on the future predicted by Ors. Smith and Dixon.
but are we ready for it? And what do we do about it?
For one thing, we must be willing to examine our own
customs and to assess and reassess both our short and
long term goals. We have to establish ongoing mechanisms
for self-evaluation that ask the right questions, the hard
questions. At every level, we must take an honest look at
what we're doing and, more importantly, how we're doing
it. And the answer, ~because that's the way we've done it
before," is the answer we must question.
In evaluating past efforts and establishing short and long
range goals, it's important to create the right atmosphere
for review. We can learn much from the retreats of church
and synagogue groups and from corporations, which use

sessions away from work to help clear the air and renew
commitment. Many of you are already familiar with the
process-an invaluable opportunity to question "Who are
we? What do we want to be? How will we get there from
here?"
When we're doing something right, we should do our
best to keep it up-or do it again-whether it's a successful
project, a method for raising money, or a campaign to
educate citizens. And we ought to do more to translate one
success to another, to apply the lessons learned in one area
to other efforts we undertake.
In addition to building on success, we should also avoid
getting mired down in failure. Ascribing blame doesn't
produce much in the way of results. In evaluating a project
that's been less than a success, we need to examine carefully
what went wrong and why, but we mustn't let it haunt us or
inhibit us from reaching out and embracing new projects.

RecruitingVolunteers
We cannot, of course. overlook the vital need for membership recruitment-both
now and in the future. With
changing lifestyles, mobility, shorter organizational attention spans, and an increasingly competitive buyer's market
for volunteers, it goes without saying that we cannot rely
on past techniques if we are to meet the future. The potential members are among today's thirty-seven million men
and women who feel that voluntarism is worth the effort
and among the increased numbers who may turn to voluntarism in the future. To attract creative people and recruit
and hold new members, we must emphasize what is unique
about our particular organizations.
ln an age when almost everyone pursues self-improvement and almost everyone is seeking to reaffirm self-worth,
opportunities to grow, to create, to experiment, and to
achieve new goals should be available constantly. The
L WV, as a multi-issue organization. attracts some members and loses others on the basis of current programs.
Issues come and issues go, but what remains is the league's
ability to transfer attitudes, skills and techniques that equip
an individual to function effectively in society-no matter
how much it changes.
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unteer should be respected-and shown appreciation-for
what she or he can and wants to contribute-be it full-time
involvement, work on a single issue, or annual dues.
A voluntary organization's strength is that it can be different things to different people. To some it's basically an
opportunity to do good, others are interested in personal
growth, and still others like it best for the companionship it
offers. These attractions are not mutually exclusive or contradictory, but one can't expect every member to be attracted to everything one does.
You must adapt yourselves to the new volunteers and
accommodate to the varying needs of a variety of members. Many leagues have been doing so for years by holding evening meetings or downtown luncheon meetings for
working women and men, setting up child-care facilities.
and holding conventions on weekends so that more members may participate. Providing these services isone way to
acknowledge that it takes more to attract persons to meetings than the sound of a gavel. It is a way of coming to grips
with change.
o mention of changing society would be complete
without reference to energy and inflation. We have made a
conscious effort to schedule meetings and activities in central locations convenient to public transportation and to
encourage car pools. And. wherever possible, we reimburse
volunteers for expenses.
We must recognize that volunteers want challenging, responsible work that is commensurate with their abilities.
Unless we do. new members are unlikely to feel that they
have a stake in the organization. We must provide members with the opportunity, not the obligation. to do meaningful work-even on a one-shot basis. We must develop
methods for "quick involvement" and skills training which
address the problems faced by volunteers quickly thrust
into leadership roles.

At the same time, we should recognize that there is
nothing sinful in emphasizing that volunteer work can be a
springboard for other career opportunities. Let's face itbooks on getting ahead in life wouldn't be at the top of the
best-seller list if people didn't have such a strong desire for
success. What's wrong with promoting the technical skills
one can acquire in working for your organization? We in
the L WV remind potential members that over 21 percent
of women holding elected or appointed office have a league
background-a
fact that men and women interested in
political careers would find quite attractive if they were
casting about for an activity designed to further their goals.
This is a technically oriented society, and the pressure to
develop a trade will be with us for years to come. Some of
our local leagues have begun to work with colleges and universities on programs that provide academic credit for volunteer work. In moving with the times, we have provided
volunteers with job descriptions, as well as supervision and
training. We have given them letters of recommendation
when they're ready to move on. We have to lel potential
members know that an investment in our organizations
can be an investment in their own futures.
And speaking of one's personal investment, I'm happy
to say that in the L WV we've come a long way in acknowledging the varying attitudes and expectations of our members. I think we've finally begun to accept the fact that
members need not give their whole life to the league and
that if she or he is interested in only one area of league
work-or none at all-that member still has something to
offer us. In recruiting members and dealing with our colleagues, we must reali1e that interests vary and each vol-

Training-A Must
As far as rm concerned, the old "I'm just a volunteer"
routine is about as ~out" as guilt. Being a volunteer doesn't
mean having to say you're sorry. The self-effacement implicit in the phrase "just a volunteer" is a cop-out, a way of
saying to the world, "Don't hold me accountable for my
work. I'm unsure of my abilities." What gets rid of that selfdoubt is training.
Training is to the volunteer what aroma is to cheese.
Training makes the volunteer! As volunteer leaders, we
should do everything we can to rid the word volunteer of
opprobrium and endow it with its rightful attributes of
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service, achievement, initiative, and skill. Looking around
this room, I'd say that we, as volunteer leaders. are endowed with those attributes, and we know it. But we have
to help others realize it and gain confidence through training and experience. And we may have to do it, as I've said,
in new ways tailored to the short-term member.

For years. the L WV has been trying to build a foreign
policy constituency-people who are concerned with foreign policy issues. We need help! Polls invariably show
interest in these issues running well behind domestic issues.
I recognize that the International Revenue Service looks
askance at private, nonprofit volunteer organizations trying to influence legislation, but you can keep your constituency informed on governmental policies, legislation,
and action that affect your work. The League of Women
Voters Education Fund does this all the time. The Education Fund provides citizens with information on governmental issues. We are certain that the information is presented in a factual, nonbiased manner, and we do not
advocate support for or opposition to legislation. Your organization certainly can do the same. In addition, the
LWV and those leagues in your city and state are anxious
to work with you and to provide you with information you
may need.

An Additional Challenge
I would now like to make a sincere plea for your more
active involvement in foreign policy issues. Each of us is
working for an organization that encourages better understanding among nations. There are many ways of accomplishing this including tourism, cultural exchanges, development efforts, and educating people on U.S. foreign
policy issues. Most of you are concerned with people-topeople exchanges. I would like to suggest that when you
are involved in people-to-people exchanges it is your responsibility to be knowledgeable and to educate your
people on the actions our government takes that affect our
relations with other nations.
If we really believe in global interdependence, if we really
believe that the state of the world iniluences the state of our
country, if we really believe that war is not a viable vehicle
for solving international problems. then we must be aware
of U.S. policies and actions that affect others. Our foreign
aid and trade policies affect most nations and therefore our
relationships with them. All the work you do and have
done can be wiped out by the U.S. looking inward and reverting to isolationist thinking.

And Change We Must
We must learn how to work together better than we have
in the past-contributing
to our common goal as well as
each doing his or her job.
If voluntarism is uniquely suited to a democratic form of
government, then the groups in this room are uniquely
suited to both voluntarism and democracy. Whether we
keep in step with the world or drag our feet and lose our
vitality is up to us. But change we must. We have no choice
if we are to continue to attract volunteers and learn how to
retain them by making their experiences challenging,
meaningful, and rewarding.
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In the early sixties, the Council on Service to International Visitors (COSE RV) was formed asan association of
local community organizations in support of the U.S.
government's International Visitor Program. COS ERV
has recently been renamed the ational Council for International Visitors ( CIV) in an effort to promote its program as it expands to more and more communities
throughout the United States.
Shortly after COS ERV was founded. the Partners of the
Americas grew out of the Alliance for Progress that President Kennedy had started. The Partners created "partnerships" betweenstates in the United States and countries or
states in Latin America. Oriented toward people-to-people
understanding, as well as toward technical assistance, the
Partners shared the interestsof Sister Cities and People-toPeople in adult exchanges on a regional level.
Between 1964 and 1977 no new organizations entered
the field. The international exchange movement during
this time weathered a difficult period with U.S. civil rights
unrest and the problems of social upheaval associated with
the Vietnam War years. evertheless, existing programs
grew steadily, and when President and Mrs. Carter came
to the White House in 1977.Wayne Smith persuaded them
to be patrons of a mass citizen exchange open to people of
all ages and backgrounds. The Friendship Force, launched
in 1977, will this year sponsor the exchange of almost
18,000people between the United States and other countries around the world.

Appendix B:
"The Past, Present, and Future of
People-to-PeopleExchangesin the UnitedStates"
by Stephen H. Rhinesrnith

History
Of the major national organizations meeting here, Experiment in International Living was the first to initiate
international exchange programs. Founded in 1932,it was
the first formalized international people-to-peopleorganization on a community level. While the Rhodes Scholarship Program began in 1917asthe firstformal international
exchange, the Experiment's entry into the field in 1932was
the forerunner of the community-basedexchangesin which
our organizations are engaged today.
After the Second World War, the American Field Service (AFS) started its high school exchange program. Although AFS was founded in 1914as an ambulance corps
and carried out approximately 200 exchanges on the university level between France and the United States between
1919and 1939.the first formal community-basedexchange
of AFS started in 1947,with a high school exchange program for fifty students.
Next in line came Youth for Understanding (YFU),
started in Ann Arbor, Michigan,in 1951underthe auspices
of the Michigan Council of Churches. YFU began as a
small community-based program very heavily dependent
on the churches in Michigan for exchanges, primarilywith
Europe. It continued on a small scale during the fiftiesand
sixties and has seen most of its growth since the late sixties.
In 1956,President Eisenhowerbecameactivelyinterested
in the people-to-peoplemovement and gave a great boost
to AFS, the Experiment, and YFU when he personallybecame involvedin the creation of People-to-People in Kansas City, the forerunner of the Sister Cities program.
Through the late fiftiesthis gave encouragement to all of us
who were in the field. As many of you know, any time the
president of the United States shows interest in this kind of
activity. it focuses attention on the rest of us.

Purposes
As one looks at the way our organizations have come
into existence over the years, one can see a growing group
of institutions dedicated to providing a bridge between the
people of the United States and other countries. This has
evolved in a way that facilitatesnot only international understanding, but also technical exchange and technical
assistance. In examining the purposes of these organizations, we can see a number of different areas in which we
operate.
First, and perhaps fundamental, is a homestay experience, a program element common to all of us. People-topeople programs basicallymean going abroad for the purpose of living with people in a community and, within that
context, establishingrelationships one hopes willcontinue.
Second, there is certainly an intercultural aspect to our
work which enables people to understand the cultures of
other parts of the world. This is true not only of Americans
going abroad. but also of the thousands of persons we
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In today's tight economy our objectives would be described as "soft"-the kind of work that becomes dispensible when set against other national priorities. The fallback position for some of us is to emphasize technical and
vocational training which presents a better case for the
transfer of the "hard" skillsand technology often supported
even by strained budgets. I have had the experience of
being turned down by a number of African ambassadors
for an AFS initiative because they felt that it was primarily
a program for international understanding when they
needed technical and vocational skills. As many of you
know, there is a movement in the Third World today. particularly in Asia and Africa. toward asking for more skill
acquisition from international exchange and less of the
ort of people-to-people exchange aimed at international
understanding. 1believe,however, that the degree to which
countries are willingto go into the "soft" side or"hard" side
of exchange depends upon who is funding it. If you represent a program like the Friendship Force which is completely privately funded. governments will be happy to give
permission to operate in their countries. This was evident
most recently when a group of us went to China. I talked
with the Ministry of Education about the possibilityof initiating AFS or a similar kind of people-to-peopleprogram.
and it was clear after a short discussion that the Chinese

sponsor who spend time in the homes of Americans
throughout the United States. Increased cultural understanding enables an individual to see the world through
another person's eyes and thereby better comprehend the
values, attitudes, and beliefs haping another's world view.
Third, some of our organizations are involved in technical assistance and vocational training, objectives that characterize the work of the Experiment, the Partners, and
some of Sister Cities' exchanges. Here we facilitate the exchange of specialists in particular areas for the purpose of
aiding and assisting in the development process. In this respect. the Experiment in International Livingdifferssomewhat from other organizations in that its School for International Training offers bachelor's and master's degrees
and it provides formal contract work for the U.S. and
other governments in specifictechnical-assistanceprojects.
There is a fourth, albeit oblique. component to our operations. and this involves the development of a more global
perspective on the problems the world faces. A recent
movement in the United States has emphasized the development of global perspectivesin education focusingon the
reform of the kindergarten through twelfth grade educational process by infusing into the curriculum of public
education in this country more international perspective
on all current subject matter.
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were not ready for exchanges for the purpose of international understanding. They want any exchanges with the
West for which they have to spend their own hard currency
to be oriented toward the acquisition of highly technical
skills related to the Four Modernizations in industry, agriculture, defense, and science and technology.

A second effort was attempted about three or four years
ago whenJim Doty and Alan Reich of the Bureau of Cultural and Educational Affairs at the State Department
brought together a number of organizations to share information and determine whether there were any ways in
which we could cooperate with regard to the Bicentennial.
According to Jim Doty, there was a perception at that time
that someone was trying to put an "umbrella" over organizations which had not asked for it, and things fell apart
quickly.

Cooperative Efforts
In the last decade or so there have been a number of
tentative efforts aimed at interorganizational cooperation.
Some of the first were with regard to monitoring and
regulating the field. When John Richardson was Assistant
Secretary of State in the early and mid-seventies, there
were several meetings in which some of us tried to develop
guidelines for the field of international teenage exchange.
The present International Communication Agency Guidelines for Teenage Exchange Visitors Programs really constitute one of the first such cooperative endeavors. These
guidelines were created by national leaders of teenage exchange programs to monitor and protect the field against
people who get into it and, either deliberately or unwittingly, threaten to change the standards of service provided
to young people participating in international exchange.
Additional cooperative endeavors have involved meetings for the purpose of sharing information. In 1973, representatives of AFS, the Experiment, YFU, the AfricanAmerican Institute, the Institute of International Education, and the Council on International Educational Exchange met to talk about common concerns and interests.
The meetings focused on the comparison of administrative
structures, personnel, salary and compensation patterns,
travel arrangements, and all the nilly gritty functions of
operation. It did not go very far because there was such a
wide range of differences in the structure and operations of
the organizations and their programs. There was. however,
a basis on which AFS and the Experiment in International
Living began a dialogue which continued over five years
and concluded last fall after a formal study of the feasibility
of merging the two organizations.

Recent Supporting Developments
There are several other developments that I want to
mention to those of you who may not be aware of other
things that are happening within the United States which
provide momentum to international people-to-people relationships at this time.
Between the fall of 1978 and the end of 1979, a President's Commission on Language and International Studies
was in operation to examine the state of foreign language
training and international studies in the United States. The
results of the commission's work were in some ways discouraging. The commission discovered that the study of
foreign languages in this country has gone downhill rapidly
in the last ten years. The number of students studying a
foreign language on ,he college level is half of what it was in
1970. Only 2 percent of secondary school teachers in the
United States have ever had a course in political science or
any other international affairs subject. and, of the public
school teachers currently in training in the United States,
only S percent have had any courses in international affairs.
Citing these statistics. the commission said that, in terms
of its educational program, the United States is becoming
less capable of dealing with the world. It attributed the
decline basically to the spillover effect, starting with the
lack of requirements of international businesses and those
engaged in international endeavors on a professional level.
Since international businesses do not require foreign languages and an international studies background, graduate
schools don't require them, colleges don't require them,
and high schools don't require them. The effect is felt down
the line.
The United States International Communication Agency
(USICA) was created in April, 1978, as an agency forged
out of the United States Information Agency (USIA) and
the Bureau of Cultural and Educational Affairs of the
State Department. The new agency is aimed directly at the
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The Peace Corps has recently established a development
education unit using former Peace Corps volunteers for
systematically educating Americans about the Third World.
For almost twenty years, the Peace Corps had made no
formal use of returned volunteers for the education of
Americans. This is the greatest pool of language, cultural,
and technical specialists on the Third World which the
United States has. The Peace Corps now is engaged in
trying to organize these people for purposes of citizen education within the United States.
Finally, many of us have been involved in lobbying for
the funding of National Defense Education Act Title VI,
Section 603, which is the authorizing legislation for citizen
education in the United States. The purpose of this act is to
allow the Department of Education to make grants to private organizations in the U.S. that are developing innovative schemes to educate the American people toward a
better understanding of the world. Funded for the first
time at a $2 million level. thirty-six projects were accepted
last year out of 450 proposals made by various universities
and private organizations.
In the last two years we, as a nation. have focused our
attention on the degree to which people in the United
States are aware of and informed about the world. Earlier
this year, President Carter met with some of us in the
cabinet room of the White House to talk about the Caribbean as a central focus of concern for people-to-people
relations. He encouraged private organizations like us to
become involved in improving U.S.-Caribbean relations.
When a president recognizes our organizations as supporting national priorities in such a way, it cannot fail to create
a certain amount of momentum for us.

field of international exchange and, for the first time. gives
us a home base rather than a share of a bureau within the
State Department. To that extent, USICA provides a new
focus within the government around which all of us can
organize.

Citizen Education Efforts: Some Good News
A final development which has given momentum to our
field in recent years has been the focus on so-called development education or citizen education. Concern for citizen
education has come about in four different agencies in very
different ways. The Peace Corps, USICA, the Agency for
International Development (AID). and the new Department of Education have each created specific units or mandates directed toward citizen education in the last year.
While USICA's primary mandate is to help the rest of
the world understand the American people and the U.S.
government's policies, President Carter incorporated a
second mandate which is directed toward helping the
American people to understand the rest of the world. That
basically is what development or citizen education is all
about-helping
the American people understand an increasingly complex world in a way that will allow them to
make intelligent decisions about what kind of U.S. foreign
policy to support.
In fact, one of the justifications for government support
of many of our organizations is the fact that we are perceived as being involved in that very endeavor. It may be
important for us, therefore, to consider the ways in which
we are facilitating USICA's second mandate.
AID has been involved in development education
through the whole international technical assistance community which rounds out this family of organizations in
which we are involved. These include groups from CA RE
to Church World Service, from the International Catholic
Relief to the Red Cross. and all of the other international,
technical assistance agencies which are currently responsible for $1.8 billion of U.S. aid going from the private
sector to developing countries around the world. In terms
of constituency building, they also are concerned about
who is interested in international affairs and who will
support foreign aid both on government and private levels.
They are interested in development education not only as a
means of getting support for their agencies, but also as a
way of building a case for the work that they do for the
Third World in refugee relief, alleviation of famine. population control. and many other areas.

Now for the Bad News
With so many things going for us, one may well ask how
we can fail. Well, the bad news is that I have exhausted the
optimistic aspects of my topic and turn now to an overview
of forces working against us.
A number of occurrences in the world today are creating
enormous challenges for our organizations. These events
include economic, geopolitical, organizational, programmatic, and financial trends, and they will have far ranging
implications for us during the next decade.
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Economic Issues

percent in Israel and more than I00 percent in Latin America creates an even more difficult problem. We are also
faced with wage/ price indexing in Brazil, labor laws in
Peru which don't allow one to fire anybody, and social
welfare costs in Scandanavia which are enormous. In short,
the cost of labor to run these programs is skyrocketing.
At the same time, the enormous dollar nuctuations in
recent years have also affected some of us. To give you an
idea. two months ago AFS lost $115,000 overnight on a 36
percent devaluation of the cruzeiro in Brazil. We had
$350,000 sitting in a bank which we couldn't get out without paying a 25 percent transfer tax. We applied to the
government for an exemption and got the exemption on
Monday-the devaluation was on the previous Saturday!
Imagine the kind of vulnerability one has when. like AFS,
$6 million of income this year will come from abroad.
YFU has a similar financial picture. With this kind of dependence, you have to decide. what kind of currency to
quote your prices in and what to do with blocked currencies.
All this becomes particularly difficult if you have any
kind of commitment to Third World involvement. If you
are working in Western Europe things are relatively stable.
but if you have a commitment to Africa, Asia, or Latin
America, the OPEC effect hits hard. What is happening is
that OPEC is ~blowing out~ the economies of the Third
World to the point where they can't handle their balance of
payments. They are devaluing their currencies, blocking
currencies, and imposing taxes (like Brazil's $1,200 exit tax
for every person leaving the country) in an attempt to
depress the flow of dollars out of the country. As governments move to protect their economic positions in the
world, it affects the now of people who want to be involved
in our programs.
This raises another important issue. namely the vulnerability of the fallback position of our organizations. Our
budgets have grown enormously in the last decade. AFS
had a $5.9 million budget in 1972 and this year has $16
million. ow, in business one might be happy to see that
kind of growth. and, in fact, it represents some growth of
the program. but the vulnerability factor has increased
geometrically. If you are off by 2 percent on your budget
when it is $6 million you have a $120,000 problem. If you
are off by 2 percent on your budget of $16 million. you
have a $320,000 problem. This. in turn. affects your fallback position. If you want to use business terms, our
organizations are all enormously undercapitalized. We
don't have endowments that are big enough to handle a 5

As many of you know. during the last few years I have
been obsessed with the increasing financial vulnerability of
the institutions in this field as a result of changing economic
conditions. If you compare our organizations, we range
from institutions which are highly vulnerable to the economic and political changes that occur in the world to organizations that are largely insulated from those changes. I
speak here of a spectrum that goes from AFS, the most
vulnerable, to the Friendship Force, the most insulated.
But even the Friendship Force has been hit with a doubling
of its participant fees in the last two years just as a result of
rising oil prices.
I am not sure that it all starts with OPEC, but that
organization is certainly a major factor in the problem.
Two major shock years in terms of oil price increases. 1973
and 1979, raise serious strategic questions for many of our
organizations. Last year, for example, the airline industry
spent as much on fuel as it did on its total operation in
1970!The impact of dramatically rising airfares on organizations such as ours need hardly be detailed.
Even centrally funded USICA programs are not above
being affected by OPEC since the amount of money available for exchanges has remained stable, so the volume of
exchanges has had to diminish. This is particularly evident
in the Fulbright Program.
While airfares are a particular area of economic difficulty for us. inflation in general has a severe impact on
labor intensive organizations. Those of us with ten or
twelve staff members like the Friendship Force. People-toPeople, or NCIV are in better shape than those with large
central staffs of 150 to 180 people like YFU, the Experiment, and AFS. U.S. innation affects the wage and salary
spiral and obviously affects operating costs. If one also
maintains offices abroad as AFS does, then innation at 111
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percent mistake. In fact, we cannot even talk about making
mistakes because in many cases a loss would be out of our
control. This leads many of our institutions to examine the
necessity of capital campaigns or other efforts to build up
endowments that are more than $500,000. This, for a
budget of $16 million, is completely inadequate. So while
our organizations may become stronger each year in terms
of program operations and size, our cash or capital positions become increasingly exposed.
Speaking of cash raises another problem. Interest rates
today are having a significant impact on a number of the
institutions represented here that are engaged in substantial borrowing. Among us are some institutions that have
outstanding, on a cash basis, an average of $1 million a
month. Over the course of a year, at 12½ percent or more,
debt servicing becomes a major budget item.
In summary, the economic situation for nonprofit. people-to-people organizations has become much more complicated in the last few years. It raises new challenges for all
of us. Our planning and management has to be much more
sophisticated than ever before, and still our vulnerability
increases.

Geopolitical Issues
Moving to another area of increasing complexity, I want
to make a few obvious comments about the geopolitical

situation. Afghanistan and Iran are important not only for
their obvious consequences but for their spillover effectstwo in particular.
The first problem is that the Iranian situation focused
attention on Iranian students in the United States-some
53,000 of them by official count (and 75.000 by unofficial
count). Anti-U.S. protests by some Iranian students such
as those who jumped on cars earlier this year in Berkeley
do little to enhance the image of foreign students. This even
affected John Reinhardt's testimony on Capitol Hill last
spring for USICA. He walked into an appropriation hearing for USICA and spent half his time being questioned
about why USIA didn't tell a better story in Iran to prevent
Khomeini from taking power and why the international
exchange portion of USICA doesn't do something about
those students jumping on cars.
The problem created by the situation in Afghanistan is
completely different. Let us forget for the moment the
larger question of war, because if that happens, we can all
change our game plans. An issue which arises from Afghanistan is the matter of government spending priorities.
You can be sure that $19.5 billion increase in defense
spending which President Carter has proposed is not going
to come out of whatever else Congress considers critical,

but out of something they don't regard as that importantnamely us! Generally. it looks very doubtful that USICA is
going to have any major increases in funding in the next
three to five years as the government plows money into
military hardware on the one hand and tries to balance the
budget on the other hand. They are going to go around and
pick off nickels and dimes-and those nickels and dimes
are us!
As we look to the future, I contend that the private organizations involved in this field will need to rely heavily on
themselves financially. The government is not going to bail
us out. It is obvious that the government has problems almost equal to ours in terms of how it is going to sustain its
current level of commitment to international people-topeople programs.
A less crucial political problem for some of us is that of
operating in Moslem countries. We are experiencing some
resistance on the part of parents to sending teenagers to
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in which we are involved? There is also the possibility of
cutting our losses. In sum, retrenchment, expansion, and
diversification form the three strategic options for our organizations. Retrenchment needs to be examined, particularly in light of the socioeconomic and Third World diversity factors which will be hit under any retrenchment program. If we erode our commitment to more idealistic
values, we may ultimately affect the willingness of volunteers to work for our various organirations. This brings me
to several organizational issues which I would like to mention.

Moslem countries as a result of recent embassy attacks.
AFS has plans to send students to Turkey this summerplans which, given the political and economic situations
there, are open to serious questioning.
So, the uncertain geopolitical situation and Third World
instability obviously affect our organirations and national
priorities in terms of funding available for us to deal with
the kinds of uncertain conditions we face. This is a new
situation which greatly affects our strategic planning and
our fmancial and program planning. It means that we must
have more sophisticated management systems and more
sophisticated capacities to ensure that we can offer program stability during unstable conditions.

OrganizationalIssues
From an organirational perspective, questions of how
we organize ourselves revolve around our use of volunteers
versus staff. Charlie MacCormack and I have had long discussions in the last year about the fact that volunteers are
excellent for ervicing programs. In fact, in our kind of
programs volunteers are the core of our capacity to provide good service to our participants. Volunteers, however,
are a restraining factor in the business of marketing, because volunteers generally prefer to serve socioeconomic
classes they see as needing the service they provide. They
do not like to "market" to upper classes. Their "commission" on the business is the feeling that they are doing
something for someone who would otherwise not receive
the service. If you ask them to go out and sell programs to
rich people, they ask "Why am I doing this7
The other problem with using volunteers as your marketing network is that they are interested in marketing only
a limited number of products. They get into teenage exchange because that is "their thing." You may have ideas
for 500 wonderful new programs. yet they say, ~That's very
nice, but I am not interested," or"! don't have any time," or
"I am doing all I can right now," and there goes your
diversification, out the window! The degree to which volunteer-based marketing methods are the way to get participants in programs may be one of the things we want to talk
about.
Another major organirational issue is the question of
our international structure. Many of you represent confederations nationally or internationally. There are only a few
of us who are lucky enough to be otherwise.
Centraliration and decentralization of structure are key
issues in terms of our vulnerability and our capacity to get
things done. Since we are all volunteer-based organizations and since volunteers want to participate not only in

ProgrammaticIssues
On the one hand, we have a need for expansion. That
need is both philosophical and financial. The larger we are
in terms of the number of people we involve, the more we
achieve our goal of trying to alleviate tensions among
nations and of trying to facilitate an understanding of
other countries. Such expansion, however, has not only
philosophical components, but also basic financial perspectives. The old formula in which volume times price
equals cost works with nonprofit organizations just as it
does with profit-making organizations. It works very well
with nonprofit organizations when you are running a $2
million inflationary increase to continue the same operations you undertook last year. If you don't have an increase
in volume, that means your price is going to have to go up
by an amount that may put you out of the market. So expansion becomes critical.
For some of us there is also the question of diversification. Do we continue doing what we have done in the past,
or do we need to change or diversify the kinds of activities
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our programs but also in decision-.making. this raises a
series of questions concerning democratization of our
structures and management procedures which we will have
to deal with during the years ahead. To the extent that the
world in which we live is becoming increasingly complex
and requires rapid and decisive responses, there is a collision path between a slower democratic decision-making
process and a rapid, informed decision-making procedure.

Our dependence on private philanthropy varies enormously. On the one hand, the Friendship Force uses no
private funds or public monies in its operation. On the
other hand, Youth for Understanding annually raises $1.5
million; AFS, $.7 million; and the Experiment, $.5 million
from the private sector.
The outlook in general is not particularly encouraging.
The average corporate gift is around $1.500 and the major
private foundations have no interest in the international
exchange field. Ford. Mellon, and Carnegie were interested
in international exchange in the fifties. but are no longer
involved in this kind of activity. We are dependent upon
small regional foundations and individual foundations for
most of our financial support.

GovernmentalIssues
I have already mentioned several encouraging aspects of
governmental issues like USICA's second mandate and
some discouraging factors like the influence of Afghanistan.
The importance of the current government position for
some of the organizations here is very much related to our
degree of dependence upon federal funding. CIV. for example, is wholly dependent upon federal funding with its
$200,000 budget divided equally between USICA and
AID. Partners of the Americas gets a large part of its
budget from AID, as does Sister Cities. The governmental
posture on funding is therefore going to be a key issue for
many of us in the future, and it does not look as though
such funds will increase.
John Gibson. President. of CIV .just completed an excellent report about local community organizations in the
United States which support the international visitors program. In his survey he discovered that many of these local
organizations with very small budgets of under $1,000 in
ome cases cannot even raise that much money locally to
keep themselves going. In general, the international community visitor programs are in a state of financial crisis
throughout the country, and government assistance is being
requested for these decentralized activities, as well as for
the more central national efforts which we represent.

Conclusion
Since the private philanthropic sector is not going to
help us much and the public sector is not going to bail us
out. we are left with two ways to approach the 1980s-better management and better interorganizational cooperation.
First, as individual organizations, what decisions must
we make in our planning for the 1980s which will allow us ·
to refocus our priorities, economize our resources, and
improve our effectiveness? Second, what can we do cooperatively which will allow us to gain a national momentum
in support of all of our efforts which will ensure that collectively we do not get lost in the swirl of international
economic, geopolitical, and military priorities?
If we can assure these two purposes-helping one another with our individual problems and finding ways to
work more cooperatively together toward common endsthen this week will have not only been successful in itself,
but may provide the basis for a long lasting contribution to
the field of international exchange in the 1980s.

Private Philanthropy
All this brings me to the private philanthropic sector
because this is the final resource supporting our capacity to
meet the needs of the coming decade.
As many of you know, the National Council on Philanthropy over the last two or three years has been engaged in
an effort to direct more private giving into the international
field. Exxon has also been a leader in discussions related to
that effort. However. the response thus far has not been
terribly encouraging. The international corporate world
still gives less than I percent of its philanthropic dollars to
international endeavors.
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